Circle these 12 words from the book!

You can search for them, horizontally or vertically.

C R U N C H C V Y P
F M I G G D L D A A
T Y N R R M A I O R
E S V A U D S F Q E
A E L N L U S F S N
C L I D E P M E A T
H F S M S S A R F S
E Y T A Z E T E E M
R G E C A T E N T R
S M N V V S S T Y O

LISTEN
GRANDMA
SAFETY
TEACHERS
CLASSMATES
PARENTS
DIFFERENT
RULES
UPSET
CRUNCH
CAT
MYSELF
Did you know that you can use all of the letters from LISTEN to create a new word?? Write the new word on the back of the hedgehogs.

HELP THE LITTLE PIRATE FIND THE TREASURE CHEST.
The word you can create from the letters of LISTEN is SILENT.